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This paper describes the application of the wide-band non-contact ultrasonic resonant spectroscopy

technique to layered plant tissues (leaves), a method to extract the properties of main component

tissues: palisade parenchyma and spongy mesophyll, a verification of the obtained properties, and a

discussion of the implications of the observed elastic anisotropy. Transmission coefficient spectra

of Ligustrum lucidum leaves with the thickness in the range of 250–850 lm revealing several order

thickness resonances have been measured. A leaf acoustic model based on a two-layered structure

and a metaheuristic (simulated annealing algorithm) is used to solve the inverse problem. The

extracted parameters of these two layers of tissue are consistent with cross-sectional cryo-SEM

images and other independent measurements. The extracted resonant frequency and the impedance

of each layer explain the origin of the observed resonances. Finally, the elastic modulus of each

layer is extracted and analyzed. The presented technique is a unique tool to study (in vivo and in a

completely non-invasive way) the ultrasonic, elastic, and viscoelastic properties of layered plant

tissues which could lead to a better understanding of the relationship between the tissue microstruc-

ture and the tissue function with macroscopic properties and how this may affect water relations.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5064517

The non-contact resonant ultrasonic spectroscopy

(NC-RUS), limited to the first thickness resonance, was first

applied to plant leaves in Ref. 1. The leaf total thickness

(tTOTAL), effective density (qeff), ultrasound velocity (veff),

and attenuation (aeff) were extracted by solving the inverse

problem (IP) defined by the NC-RUS measurements and a

simplified leaf acoustic model: a homogeneous and flat

layer.2 Later, Ref. 3 revealed a close relationship between

the NC-RUS parameters and the leaf turgor pressure that

allowed determining the turgor loss point. Moreover, this

technique provided a unique tool to study the elastic proper-

ties of plant tissues4 and the in-vivo leaf response to environ-

mental stimuli.5

In most cases, a wider frequency range reveals several

orders of thickness resonances. However, these resonances

normally present a significant harmonic distortion that makes

impossible to apply the simplified model mentioned previ-

ously. This distortion is suspected to be due to the layered leaf

structure (palisade parenchyma—PP, spongy mesophyll—SM,

and epidermises).6,7 If confirmed, the analysis of these reso-

nances would make possible to obtain information about the

component layers in a non-invasive and in-vivo way, which is

nowadays not feasible. However, this possibility was hindered

by two major hurdles. (1) The lack of an efficient and robust

solution of the IP for layered plant tissues. (2) The impossibil-

ity to confirm extracted parameters by using either independent

data or well-controlled samples. This work focuses on the solu-

tion of these problems, on the interpretation of the measured

spectra under this perspective, and on the analysis of the

extracted information of the leaf constituent layers.

For layered plates, the solution of the IP provides four

parameters for each sublayer8

pif g ¼ f 0
i ; Zi; aiti; ni

� �
; i ¼ 1; …n; n � number of layers;

(1)

where f 0
i ¼ vi=ti (t: thickness), Z is the acoustic impedance,

and n is given by9

a ¼ a0 f=f0ð Þn; (2)

where f is the frequency and a0 is the attenuation at f0. It is

worthwhile noting that the resonant frequencies of a layer sep-

arating two media (0 and F) appear at either nþ 1ð Þ=2
� �

f 0
i or

2nþ 1ð Þ=4
� �

f 0
i , where n¼ 0, 1, 2, … The former are k/2 reso-

nances and correspond to Z0 < ZLAYER > ZF or Z0 > ZLAYER

< ZF, while the latter are k/4 resonances that correspond to Z0

< ZLAYER < ZF or Z0 > ZLAYER > ZF.

In addition, the surface density of each layer, qi
SUP, is

given by (Zi=f 0
i ) and the effective surface density of the

whole leaf (qeff
SUP) is obtained using the following equation:

qeff
SUP ¼

X
i

qi
SUP ¼

X
i

Zi

vi=ti

� �
: (3)

It is clear then that for plant leaves, it is not feasible or at

least extremely difficult to obtain alternative data for pif g
by using either alternative techniques or existing available

data, the only exception being qeff
SUP.

The technique proposed in Ref. 10 also allows us to

obtain tTOTAL and qeff. The only requirement is that T(x)

is measured in a frequency range large enough, so that it

provides a low frequency range where several orders ofa)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: t.gomez@csic.es
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thickness resonances are observed plus a high frequency

range where the effect of these resonances on the phase mea-

surement can be considered negligible.

Given the NC-RUS experimental set-up,1,11,12 the mea-

sured phase h is given by Eq. (4)

h ¼ angle
FFT SSAMPð Þ
FFT SCALð Þ

� �
; (4)

where (SCAL) is the through transmitted signal between two

transducers without sample in-between and SSAMP is the sig-

nal with the sample at normal incidence.

At the high frequency limit, h ¼ x tof SAMP � tof CAL
� 	

,

where tof SAMP and tof CAL are the time of flight of SSAMP and

SCAL, respectively. It is straightforward to prove that

h ¼ � tTOTAL

v0

þ
X

i

ti

vi
; (5)

where v0 is the ultrasound velocity in the surrounding fluid. As

v0 is known, h is a direct measurement, and ti=vi are extracted

from solving the IP, we can then work out tTOTAL and hence

qeff can also be worked out. These two parameters allow for a

direct comparison with independent measurements. In this

case, the parameters extracted are p�if g ¼ f 0
i ; Zi;

�
aiti; ni;

qi
SUP; qeff

SUP; tTOTAL; qeff g; i ¼ 1; …n; n � number of layers.
The number of layers in the model is selected following

Occam’s razor principle according to two main ideas: (i) the

model should resemble the actual leaf structure well enough

so that the extracted parameters relate to the actual leaf prop-

erties and (ii) it must be simple enough so that the inverse

problem is tractable. Leaves may have a complex structure,

in Ligustrum lucidum leaves, and ignoring the vascular struc-

ture, six main layers can be distinguished (1. Cuticle, 2.

Adaxial epidermis, 3. Palisade parenchyma, 4. Spongy meso-

phyll, 5. Abaxial epidermis, and 6. Cuticle); however, such a

model, if no additional information is provided, leads to an

intractable IP. Fortunately, it can be largely simplified as

cuticles are very thin and must have a negligible ultrasonic

effect. Moreover, epidermises are also thin (� wavelength)

and their effect could also be considered negligible. This is

especially true for the adaxial epidermis as the difference

between the impedances of this epidermis and the adjacent

PP layer must be very small. The presence of abaxial epider-

mis may be more significant, although its thickness is still

much smaller than the wavelength. However, the presence of

stoma (through holes in the epidermis for gas transfer) makes

this layer more transparent to the ultrasonic wave. So, it

seems reasonable to start with a layered acoustic model for

the leaf with two sublayers. One of these layers of the model

corresponds to adaxial epidermis þ PP, while the other cor-

responds to SM þ abaxial epidermis. This model resembles

the main acoustic differences in the actual leaf (which is due

to the huge porosity and cell structure differences between

PP and SM), while giving rise to an IP solvable without the

aid of any additional information. The capability of this

model to reproduce the behavior of all measured leaves will

eventually determine its suitability. Clearly, the model to be

used depends on the species under study; for some other spe-

cies, a sandwich acoustic leaf model with three layers (but

with the same complexity as two of them are identical) has

already been proposed (see Ref. 7).

The two-layer model has also the advantage that if the

ratio (r) r ¼ t1=t2 is determined by any independent available

method (e.g., analysis of leaf cross-sectional images), it is

possible to convert p�if g into ~pif g ¼ Mi; qi; ai; ni; tif g;
i ¼ 1; …2; where M is the elastic modulus defined as

M ¼ v2q. The main advantage of ~pif g over p�if g or pif g is

that there is a considerable amount of information about the

elastic modulus of plant tissues and cellular solids and that

the interpretation of M in terms of the features observed in

leaf cross-sectional images (porosity, cell shape, cell wall

thickness, etc.) is easier than it is for Z.

In addition, and with the purpose of identifying cases of

study that could help to determine the correctness of the

extracted parameters, our group has been working over the

past few years on the application of the NC-RUS technique

to different dicot species in parallel with the study of the leaf

tissue structure by using cryo-SEM, TEM, and optical

microscopy. This work provided a very interesting candidate

for this purpose: the leaves of Ligustrum lucidum. This spe-

cies presents leaves with a large thickness variation

(250–900 lm), which is largely due to the variation in one

parameter: the thickness of the PP layer.

Having a sensible solution to the verification problem,

we can focus on the IP. The simplified two-layer leaf

acoustic-model, to calculate T(x) for any given combination

of pif g � vi=ti; Zi; aiti; ni, and a metaheuristic approach

[in particular, the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm] were

implemented. pif g are then extracted by solving the IP: max-

imizing the fitting of the theoretically calculated spectra—

jT(x)j and /[T(x)]—to the measured ones. The SA approach

is selected for its capability to deal with the high dimension-

ality of this problem dimension¼ 8 and to find optimum

values even in the presence of local maxima. The SA algo-

rithm is basically a Monte Carlo method, where sampling is

performed by a Markov chain and an acceptance criterion is

given by the Metropolis algorithm together with a cooling

scheme that determines the initial temperature, the length of

the homogeneous Markov chains, and the temperature

decrease.13,14 The algorithm was implemented in Python 2.7;

for each measurement, the algorithm is run 6 times.

Two pairs of air-coupled transducers, designed and built

at CSIC, were used for the measurements with the purpose

of covering a frequency band large enough. Centre frequen-

cies are 300 kHz (bandwidth: 180–425 kHz) and 800 kHz

(bandwidth: 0.4–1.2 MHz) and peak sensitivities are �30

and �35 dB, respectively. Transducers were mounted on U-

shaped holders that provide correct positioning of both trans-

ducers and a slot in the center of the cavity that is used to

correctly place the leaves.10 Figure 1 shows a picture of the

device and a schematic view of the design. The rest of the

equipment (pulser/receiver and oscilloscope) and the mea-

surement procedure are explained in Refs. 1, 10, and 11.

Leaves without defects were harvested at dawn, trans-

ported to the lab, preserved at full turgor and measured that

same morning. A set of 18 leaves were used for NC-RUS

measurements, each one measured at two different locations

(see Fig. 1). Once measured, a 24 mm diameter circle was

cut to measure the thickness and the mass and work out
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surface and volumetric densities. Other 31 samples were

used only for thickness, surface density, and volumetric den-

sity measurements. Out of this set, a smaller group 4 samples

was selected for cryo-SEM analysis of the cross-section.

Finally, 21 leaves were used to study the relationship between

tTOTAL and the thickness ratio of palisade parenchyma to

spongy mesophyll (tPP/tSM). In this case, each leaf was cut

into two cross-sections (0.2–0.3 mm apart) with a scalpel and

the aid of a dissecting microscope. A light microscope was

used to capture pictures of the mesophyll cross-section which

were later analyzed using ImageJ to obtain tPP/tSM vs tTOTAL.

Equation (6) shows the obtained relation from the linear

regression analysis of these data (R-squared ¼ 0.904)

tPP

tSM
¼ 3:404 mm�1 tTOTAL þ 0:0719: (6)

Figure 2 presents two cryo-SEM images of the cross-section

of two leaves.

Figure 3 illustrates the variation in T(x) with tTOTAL by

showing four cases. Figure 3 also shows the calculated spec-

tra (using the extracted values of pif g by the SA algorithm).

The remarkable goodness of this fitting reveals both the effi-

ciency of the SA algorithm and that the two-layer leaf

acoustic-model provides a faithful representation of the leaf

ultrasonic response.

Let us first verify some of the global leaf parameters

(qeff , tTOTAL and qeff
SUP) extracted by NC-RUS by comparing

them with data obtained by conventional (conv) means. The

linear regression analysis of qNC�RUS
eff vs qConv

eff revealed

qNC�RUS
eff ¼ 0:94 qConv

eff þ 33 kg=m3, with R-squared ¼ 0.988.

That is, pretty close to the diagonal. While for qeff
SUP vs tTOTAL,

we obtained

qeff
SUP

kg

m2

� �
¼ 8:6 � 10�4 tTOTAL lmð Þ þ 7:5 � 10�5;

R2 ¼ 0:981; NC� RUS;

qeff
SUP

kg

m2

� �
¼ 9:78 � 10�4 tTOTAL lmð Þ � 3:8 � 10�2;

R2 ¼ 0:989; conventional:

Therefore, the agreement between NC-RUS and conven-

tional measurements is quite good in all cases. Let us analyze

some of the extracted parameters for the individual sublayers

in the model: PP and SM layers. We first focus on f and Z
(Fig. 4).

Figure 4 shows that fPP decreases as tTOTAL increases.

This is an expected result as we know that fPP ¼ vPP=tPP and

that tPP notably increases when the leaf becomes thicker. In

particular, when tTOTAL varies from 340 to 780 lm, tPP

increases by a factor of �2.75 (Fig. 2), while fPP increases

by a factor of �2.99. That is, the variation in fPP can be, in

great part, explained by the increase in tPP. On the contrary,

fSM tTOTALð Þ ffi cte. As cryo-SEM images show that tSM

slightly increases with tTOTAL, vSM must then increase in a

similar proportion.

Figure 4 shows that ZAIR < ZSM < ZPP and that

ZSM < ZPP > ZAIR. We can try the simplistic interpretation

previously mentioned and consider T composed of two series

FIG. 1. Picture of the device used for the measurements: a U-shaped holder

for the transducers (Tx and Rx) and a polycarbonate cover that provides a

slot to properly place the leaf for the measurement. The two white dashed

circle lines indicate the location of the transducer in the holder and the size

and the position of the area where measurements were performed on both

sides of the midrib (only one is indicated).

FIG. 2. Cryo-SEM micrograph of two

Ligustrum lucidum leaves. (Total leaf

thickness, left: 780 lm, right: 340 lm.)

FIG. 3. Magnitude and phase spectra of the transmission coefficient of four

leaves. Experimental data and calculated ones (solid line) using a two-layer

model and the layer parameters extracted by the solution of the IP.
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of resonances: a k/4 series due to the SM layer and a k/2

series due to the PP layer. The 250 lm leaf (Fig. 3) presents

two resonances, at 0.32 and 0.86 MHz. From Fig. 4, we

know that fSM 	 1.21 MHz, that is, the first two orders of the

ideal k/4 SM-resonances are expected at 0.30 and 0.91 MHz.

On the other hand, fPP 	 3.86 MHz; therefore, the first k/2

PP-resonance is expected at 1.93 MHz. This suggests that the

two resonances in Fig. 3 mainly correspond to the first two

orders of k/4 SM-resonances that appear slightly displaced

away from the k/4 values. Moreover, the k/2 PP-resonances

are not observed because they are expected at frequencies

beyond the experimental range and are, most likely,

completely damped out. This frequency shift is produced by

the fact that in the relationship ZAIR<ZSM < ZPP, PP is not a

semi-infinite medium, but a finite thickness layer, so the SM

layer is only partially loaded by the PP. To understand this

effect, we can consider what happens in the limit case, when

the PP layer becomes so thin that it is negligible. In this case,

we have ZAIR<ZSM > ZAIR, and then, the resonance of the

SM layer will be shifted up to the k/2 value. This feature is

of importance because it denotes that the transmission coeffi-

cient contains information about the PP layer in the reso-

nance of the SM layer even when the resonances of the PP

layer are not observed.

As tTOTAL increases beyond �500 lm, there appears a

third resonance (Fig. 3). We know that fPP decreases with

tTOTAL, so this third resonance can be due to the appearance

of fPP within the experimental frequency band. For example,

for a 587 lm leaf, fSM 	 1.24 MHz and fPP 	 1.1 MHz (Fig.

4); hence, the first two k/4 SM-resonances are expected at

0.31 and 0.93 MHz and the first two k/2 PP-resonances are

expected at 0.55 and 1.1 MHz. The observed resonances in

Fig. 3 are located at 0.28, 0.53, and 0.81 MHz. The first and

third resonances are close to the first and second order k/4

SM-resonances, while the second is close to the first order

k/2 PP-resonance. Deviation of actual values away from the

k/4 or k/2 values is due to the non-negligible mutual influ-

ence of both layers and the coupling of the resonances.

The fact that ZSM < ZPP is an expected result, as SM

presents a much larger porosity (qSM < qPP) and a more

rounded cell geometry with more free spaces (hence

vSM < vPP).15 These different tissue properties are not spe-

cific to Ligustrum lucidum leaves and are common in most

species as they have their origin in different functions these

tissues play (gas change in SM and interaction with light

in PP).

The attenuation coefficient and its variation with the fre-

quency [Eq. (2)] are also extracted by the solution of the IP,

although the analysis of these parameters exceeds the scope

of this paper, it can be mentioned that the attenuation coeffi-

cient at 400 kHz in PP decreases with the PP thickness and

varies from 1000 Np/m to 546 Np/m, while it is rather con-

stant in SM and about 1140 Np/m. n [Eq. (2)] in SM is rather

constant �2.0, while in PP, it increases slightly from 0.6

to 1.5.

Taking into consideration the information in Eq. (6), we

can derive ~pif g from p�if g. In particular, we focus here on

the analysis of the elastic modulus (M). The results are

shown in Fig. 5.

The larger value of MPP was expected from the PP cellu-

lar structure: cells well packed and elongated in the thickness

direction. MSM presents very low values that are consistent

with the large porosity and the rounded cellular shape. The

increase in MSM with tTOTAL can be due to the tendency of

having cells that become more elongated in the thickness

direction as tTOTAL increases (Fig. 2). These elastic moduli

can be compared with data currently obtained by different

methods in plant physiology; however, it must be underlined

that the value obtained with this technique is inherently dif-

ferent for three main reasons: (i) available methods do pro-

vide an overall leaf-effective modulus and cannot resolve

different tissues, (ii) unlike many other methods in plant

physiology, where the strain induced to study the elastic

response of the tissues and cells is quite large (indentation:

0.01–0.1; Scholander camera: 5� 10�3–5� 10�2), the strain

produced by NC-RUS is much smaller (because the effi-

ciency of air-coupled ultrasound is very limited, with peak

pressure output of air-coupled transmitters around 1 kPa16)

in the range of �2� 10�6–2.0� 10�5. Being so small that it

is expected that M is measured in the linear range and (iii)

the deformation rate in NC-RUS is so fast (in the low MHz

region) that the cell deformation takes place at constant fluid

FIG. 4. Variation of f and Z with the total leaf thickness. A linear regression

is also included just for the sake of making more evident the observed

trends.

FIG. 5. Variation in the elastic modulus M with tTOTAL for SM and PP
layers.
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content as it is beyond the poroelastic relaxation time which

can be estimated in the range of 0.1–5.0 s.17 A very interest-

ing result is the fact that MPP 
 MSM; this may lead to sig-

nificant differences in the behavior of the turgor pressure in

PP and SM. This will surely influence the evolution and the

equilibrium of the global leaf water potential. This feature

will be investigated in the future.

In conclusion, a procedure to apply wide-band NC-

RUS to plant leaves and to extract information about the

different constituent layers has been presented. It has been

applied to Ligustrum lucidum leaves. The fitting of the

calculated transmission coefficient by the leaf acoustic lay-

ered model with two sublayers to the experimental data is

excellent, revealing both that the model is a sensible repre-

sentation of the actual leaf and the efficiency of the SA

algorithm. The total thickness and surface density obtained

from the NC-RUS technique have been compared with

results provided by conventional methods revealing very

good agreement which means a first validation of the

technique. Moreover, the extracted thickness resonant fre-

quency and impedance for the two layers of tissue provided

an explanation of the origin of the observed resonances.

Finally, and with the aid of independent tPP/tSM ratio mea-

surements, it was possible to obtain M, which revealed

relatively low values, consistent with the cellular structure

of these tissues, and significant differences between MPP

and MSM. It is suggested that this difference may produce

an imbalance of the turgor pressure and then play a role in

the water behavior in the leaf that should be considered in

the future to better understand the leaf response to water

potential variations.
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